Operation: Mistletoe (The Special Agents)

—it takes a special kind of personFor most people, spending Christmas with family and
friends is what the holidays are all about. But for Special Agent Sara Hanrahan, returning to
her hometown is the hardest thing the DEA has ever asked her to do. Even worse, she cant let
anyone know why shes here. Not her mother, not her brother, not the inquisitive little boy who
lives next door. And most of all, not Deputy Nathan Roswell.Nathan represents all the reasons
she left home so long ago. But hes too good a cop not to wonder about her. Especially when he
senses that his town is being threatened. So when Sara gets close to the danger, hes there to
help her capture the villains and uncover the truth.A truth that sets aside old hurts and old
scandals. And leaves Nathan and Sara—and little Josh—free to share the best Christmas ever.
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